Abstract-As building sizes are becoming larger and the efficiency and reliability of home intercommunication is becoming a bigger challenge, the home intercom and security systems for buildings need to be redesigned. There are several designs for home intercom and security systems for buildings, such as a traditional analog system, an industry network, a PSTN network, an Ethernet or a wireless LAN. The communication signals are transmitted digitally which facilitates various kinds of processing. Hence in this paper we propose an industry network communication system with a low-cost, simple architecture and a high-stability solution for a home intercom serving more than a thousand users in a building.
I. INTRODUCTION
Home intercom and security systems for buildings are used for communication between households and visitors or guards; they offer talk-back, entrance guard and security management. In Europe, as houses are mostly of the villa type, the home intercom emphasizes high stability. In Asian cities many people are living in big apartment blocks with a hundred or more families, and the home intercom emphasizes multi-functionality for many users. There are many different communication protocols for home intercom, such as CAN Bus, LonWorks, BACnet, MODBUS-ASCII, RS-485/RS-422, Ethernet, power line communication and wireless LAN. CAN Bus was proposed in 1983 in Germany by Robert Bosch, and the Version 2.0 of CAN Specifications issued in 1991 is today mostly used in vehicle control systems and building automation equipment [2] . BACnet formally passed the ANSI/ASHRAE Standard in 1995. It is a set of communication standards used for building automation and for network control. The physical layer adopts LonTalk, IEEE 802.3, EIA-485, EIA-232 and ARCNET [7] . The intercom system has developed from its early stage, a simple doorbell, which was then combined with video, talk-back and security into one machine. Transmission methods have evolved from the analog signal to the present digital signal. A modern home intercom can even be connected to the Internet which provides the remote control functions. Since currently there is no set of standard communication protocols for the home intercom and security systems of large-scale buildings, compatibility and maintainability are difficult to achieve. Hence we propose the use of transmission protocol standardization, high speed, expansion and transmission over a long distance for a large-scale building.
For the physical layer we have adopted the RS-485 protocol because it is a Universal Asynchronous Receiver and Transmitter (UART) communication protocol with balanced differential signal and multipoint communication on a pair of wires and with half-duplex communication which makes it possible to expand the system easily. In addition, the differential signal mechanism suppresses noise interference in order to more accurately recognize the logic 1 or 0 while transmitting via the paired lines [3] [4] [5] .
In our design we define communication rules for the physical layer, the data link layer and the application layer. Table I shows the Open Systems Interconnection Reference Model (OSI). The physical layer defines medium, pin definition and baud rates. The data link layer defines frame structure, medium access control, addressing, error detection and data re-transmission. The application layer is responsible for message generation, message reception, message execution and message fragmentation [1] [8] . Section 2 provides the design of the system architecture and Section 3 that for the protocol implementation. Section 4 introduces the communication procedure for security. Section 5 proposes the basic concepts of the indoor machine, and Section 6 proposes the prototype design of the door and guard station. Finally, we summarize the design in Section 7.
II. DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE When building sizes are getting large, home intercom and security systems need to be redesigned, reconsidering some problems: 1. How to simplify the wiring to construct the system. 2. How to drive the signals for a large amount of users. 3. How to estimate the transmission distance. 4. How to use the communication bandwidth. 5. How to maintain system stability.
To meet the need of a large home intercom and security system we propose following system specifications for a large high-rise building with many entrances and exits. System specifications:
Transmission distance:1200 m Unit load: 256 nodes on the bus Transmission method: UART Data frame for synchronization: 1 start bit + 8 data bits + 1 stop bit Transmission interval between bytes: 2 bits Wire: Twisted pair Fig. 1 shows the system architecture including the "Interface" as a protection interface. Each floor uses a repeater for isolation and protection from the main bus. The "Room" is an indoor machine for the household. The "Door" is a gate machine which uses an electronic lock to control the entrance. The "Main Door" is a main gate machine controlling the entrance guard for the whole community. The "Net Connector" is a device installed in the Junction box linking "Door", "Interfaces" and "Guard Station". Our system uses a parallel connection which is easily expanded, even if the building comprises different types of architecture. Our system also provides Direct Digital Control (DDC) to control and monitor equipment for buildings, for example, monitoring the water level and the wind motor operation. 
III. DESIGN OF THE COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL FOR HOME INTERCOM AND SECURITY SYSTEM
We have designed a communication protocol for home intercom and security system. The proposed communication protocol considers the system's performance with respect to the number of nodes. When the number of rooms in a building is over one thousand, cyclic polling or multiple polling is not good for the performance. Because cyclic pooling wastes time going through many rooms, we propose mixing the architecture of Peer to Peer and Master and Slave to meet the requirements of the system specifications. For example, if an alarm happens and another user needs to be notified, the Peer to Peer communication protocol is faster. Our communication system uses the Connectionless Service Protocol; after sending out a message the protocol needs to wait for a response to confirm that the message has been correctly conveyed to the specified address. Fig. 2 shows the protocol process including "Set Interrupt Priority Register" of the MCU UART port. When the system receives one byte, the protocol decides whether this byte is a start or not. If this byte is a start byte the protocol begins to put the data received into a queue. When the protocol receives the stop byte, it finishes the communication by testing the number of bytes. If the data byte length that has been received is either excessive or insufficient to establish a connection then there is a collision or noise interference. 
A. Physical Layer
For the physical layer CAN BUS, LonWorks, BACnet, MODBUS-ASCII and RS-485/RS-422 an be used. The physical layer connects every node on the network through a transmission medium and exchanges the messages by electric signals on that medium. The commonly used transmission media are paired line, coaxial cable, fiber optics and power line. For example, in a 24 AWG cable the resistance is 24 ohms/1000ft. Since there are two wires in the cable, the cable resistance is effectively 48 ohms/1000ft. Resistive terminators typically have values of 120 to 130 ohms although twisted pair cable impedances can be as low as 100 ohms. A 100 ohm terminating resistor is too small for the RS-485 drivers. A value closely matching the cable impedance must be applied at some convenient location as close to the ends of the cable segment as possible [4] . RS-485 and CAN BUS have similar physical layers, and a comparison of their performance is shown in Table II . But with the RS-485 only the physical layer has been defined, the Data link layer and the application layer can be defined by the user, which provides higher flexibility. 
B. Data Link Layer
We use the start byte (Stx: ASCII 02H) and stop byte (Etx: ASCII 0DH) to make up one packet. The methods employed by the MAC protocol are CSMA/CD, CSMA/CA and Token Passing, which is described as follows. 1. The CSMA/CA detects the medium; if it finds the medium idle, it gives a delay time (Random Back-off Time) for that medium, if it finds the medium busy, it disables the Random Back-off Time until the medium is once again idle. Then the system reloads the Random Back-off Time. 2. The system uses the control frames RTS (Request To Send), CTS (Clear To Send) and RCH (Release Channel). The control frame RTS is sent first before sending the data packet. When the RTS is received, the system waits to receive the CTS. If the node in the same bus hears any communication, the node waits some time. The security message can also have priority to obtain the right to use the medium. 3. A policy-based protocol is used in broadcasting or multicasting networks. By way of priority the protocol allocates the time slot for the node to use the medium. For example, when the door is opened and the indoor machine shows "Door Release", the response acknowledgement packet is sent out according to the receiver's address [9] . The communication system mainly transmits short packets for control or monitoring. Fig. 3 shows the structure of a packet. To share the bus among many nodes, the structure of the packet provides a message field limited to 250 bytes and defines the minimum delay time between packet transmissions [1] . The communication software handles turn-around delay and the number of times the same data are transferred. Too much or too little turn-around delay causes mistakes and needs to be corrected, and delay is a function of the baud rate. If the system has three times in succession not received the acknowledgement packet, the system shows that this node is off line. Each field is explained as shown in Table III . The "Type Field" of a packet type is used for judging whether that packet is Peer to Peer, multicasting or broadcasting. The "ID1 Field" provides the target address, and multicasting or broadcasting is 0 byte. The guard station calling the indoor machine needs 3 bytes, 1 byte to show the building address, 2 bytes to show the user address. The "Status Field" shows the message status, for example, set alarm, reset alarm or call indoor machine. The "Ack Field" provides the acknowledge function. The "Cks Field" provides the check sum function for error detection. Table  IV shows the introduction of the "Type Field". Table IV shows types 4ch, 41h and 4dh where utilization of the medium is relatively heavier. Types 4ch and 41h can make some revision to reduce medium utilization to improve system performance. When the gate is open, the message of the indicator lamp is sent to every indoor machine. When an indoor machine receives messages, it returns the acknowledgement packets in their order. This mechanism causes the medium utilization to rise. We change the design so that the system only sends the message of the open door to the indoor machine which opens the door. But if the door has been opened for over 5 minutes and not shut, the system sends the message to all indoor machines. This design balances medium utilization and reliability.
C. Application Layer
For the multicasting with Peer to Peer protocol, to identify the communication between source and destination, the system needs to have source and destination address in the packet. For example, if the guard station calls the indoor machine, the network connector acts like a router. If the network connector can't find the destination address in the routing table, it discards that packet and then sends another packet to the indoor machine.
For multicasting with Master and Slave protocol there is one source, but there is a group of destinations for medium load communication, for example, sending a message for an Indicator to show the door release.
For broadcasting with Master and Slave protocol there is one source sending the packet to all devices for high load communication, for example, the guard station sending an announcement to all households.
IV. SECURITY OF HOME COMMUNICATION
When the system deals with the communication procedure, we use the queue or buffer to store the received packets to prevent the data from being lost. The data transmitted or received are put in the queue, waiting to be processed. For example, the system takes an alarm message in the indoor machine and the message is put in the queue first and then waits for transmission. Because the alarm message has a higher priority when the system detects that the medium is idle, it sends the RTS immediately. Then the system sends an alarm message or a packet after waiting to receive a CTS. When the system receives the confirming message, it deletes the data from the queue. 
V. INDOOR MACHINE
The indoor machine is designed and implemented with an 8-bit MCU as the core. The transmission line is connected with the main system via isolated interfaces. The control and status message is sent out by the RS-485 device. The switcher determines the talking target, the card reader reads EM card and MIFARE card which are for setting or resetting security, the MCU controls the LCD display power on/off depending on normal mode or UPS mode, and the talk button enables/disables the talk-back.
The Call button is for calling the guard and the Off button is for returning to the idle state. The indicator points out the system states, and the Beep provides the sound for reminding the user. The talks-back operation in the room is based on the finite state machine as shown in Fig. 5 . When the system is in idle (X0) state, the visitor or guard can call a household. The indoor machine emits a different musical ringing tone depending on each call source and waits for that household's response. If the household does not respond within t1 (30 Sec.) time, the machine goes back to the idle state. If there is a response, the machine enters the X2 state for talk-back, but if the talking time exceeds t2 (3 min.) or the household pushes off the key, then the machine goes back to idle state. If the machine is in talking state when another source calls the household, it is switched to the insert function and enters the X4 state. If the machine keeps talking while waiting for the other household's response, then the talking household allows to insert talk-back, sends a switching signal and then either talks with the caller or ignores the caller, keeping talking with the original caller. Table V shows the state definition of the finite state machine. The power consumption of the indoor machine is about 2W while the system is in idle state. When the system is open, monitoring and talking, it consumes about 10W. The system provides the indoor machine's power management, for example, a 7" LCD monitor consumes 7W in general state, and the machine shuts off the monitor automatically if not in use. When the system is in Save mode or uses reserve power (Uninterruptible Power Supply, UPS), and a visitor or a guard calls the indoor machine, the machine emits a musical ring tone, but the monitor will not be turned on automatically unless the user turns it on. The indoor machine's safe function is divided into theft alarm, SOS alarm, fire alarm and coal gas alarm. The circuit of the theft alarm is set or reset to get or remove defense. The monitor can be turned on for 24 hours for SOS alarm, fire alarm and coal gas alarm. Fig. 6 shows the operation flow chart which consists of the procedures of two blocks. 1. The keyboard provides the man-machine interface. When the user operates the keyboard, the scanning program fetches the contents of the buttons, and then the system operates based on these contents, setting the functions and parameters, such as changing the password and the ID address. 2. The theft alarm set and reset program allows the user to use the card reading machine or the password to input data and to set defense. This program scans the sensor and sends the alarm transfer message to the guard station or another user.
The indoor machine runs the security program in our design; its functions are shown in Table VI . To improve the system performance the central guard machine is divided into talk-back machine and security machine. At the door there is the gate machine, used for video signal, talk-back and entrance lock control. The data and parameters relating to the gate machine are set up on the network connectors, and the gate machine calls the indoor machine or the guard machine by the network connector. When the design is used for small-scale buildings, just one button suffices for the indoor machine. But for larger buildings the design must map the user relations into a twodimensional array between the logic address and the user address, as shown in Table VII . The general user address consists of user number, floor number and room number. For implementation in a software module we use a twodimensional array as a structure as shown in Table VIII . Field 1 is an index which represents a user address; Field 2 is the third-figure number of the user address. Field 3 is the first-figure number and second figure number of the user address, Field 4 is the floor number, and Field 5 is the room number. When the number of users increases, our design allows revising the contents of the structure from the keyboards of both the gate machine and the guard machine. 
START (B)
Table IX shows the comparison between our design and other designs. Two kinds of design use PSTN. The first kind builds the private branch exchanger within the building at high construction costs, but the user does not need to pay. The second kind uses the exchanger of the telecommunication company at low cost of building, but this design must rent the door brass wind instrument from the telecommunication company, and the user needs to pay for the communication. 
VII. CONCLUSION
Our design aims mainly at reaching a low-cost, easily implemented, and standardized communication protocol which uses RS-485. Because messages for home intercom and home security are all short packets and MCU process data are 8-bit, we use an 8-bit MCU which satisfies the system demand. In the protocol we use packets to transmit messages, every packet representing a sum of information. To raise the efficiency of the MCU in processing data we simplify the design of the architecture of the packet. To save power consumption the system must manage the system state. When an event occurs the system is woken up. Though the system may have more than one thousands users, the message transmission utilizes Peer to Peer protocol which meets real-time operation. To prevent packet loss and errors we provide the mechanism with error detection and we resend the packet concerned. When the guard machine has not received an Acknowledgement packet within a set time, the guard machine shows the device position for easy maintenance. When the system does not send the information to the outside, the user does not need to pay any expenses at all. Overall, this paper proposes the solution for home intercom and home security of a large-scale building and by module design raises both system performance and reliability. Because the system is installed for use over a long time, our design is dustproof and waterproof and tolerates high temperatures.
